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She Is Rival of Columbus
After 23 years of explorations with William L. Finley, her
husband, a famous naturalist, MRS. IRENE. FINLEY has estab. lished a home in Berkeley to follow the peaceful pursuit of sending
a son and daughter to university.

BERKELEY WOMAN
EXPLORER ~UITS
Mrs. Irene Finley Ends 23
Years o! Thrills to Send
Children t{> U. C.

' BERKELEY, Sept. 18.-Twentyamong

three years of wandering
the fastnesses of the earth, where
the chill of imminent death was,
paradoxically, - the thrill that made
life worth while, has been the lot
of Mrs. Irene Finley, wife of William Lo. Finley, naturalist and explorer:
After . literally living in the
live volcano, Which
crater o!
blew up a few days after her departure; after battling against
angry waves, lashed by biting Arctic winds, In a tiny boat whose
companion craft was awamped In
an attempt to land on a forbidding
coast In the Aleuthian Island chain.;
facing Kadia k bears and
1 after
making pets of tbeir cubs, Mrs.
Finley has returned from her annual summer trip of exploration
1 and is now In Berkeley engaged In
the peac.eful and motherly occupation of starting her two children
off"as freshmen In the University
' of California.
"We've been going on exploring
trlps· ever sine~ .· w,e were · married
23 years ago, and the thrills they
ha"ve given us·have .made life worth
"This
Finley.
~hile," says M~s.
last trip up · among the active volcanos of the Aleuthlan Islands was
·
the best of all."
In the sturdy, sea-going yacht
Westward, owned by Campbell
Church of Eugene Oregon, Mrs.
Finley, her husband, and other
members of the Church-Finle y Expedition wept to Alaska early this
summer ·to collect" pictures of the
wild life among the little-known
islands that stretch out in a long,
curving finger frotn the American
continent across the Bering Sea towards Asia. The trip · was sponsored by the American Nature Association of Washington, D. C., the
Bureau of Fisheries o! the United
States Department of Commerce,
and the Nature Magazine, a publication to which the Finleys re ularly contribute.
One attempt made by the party
to land .. on . the reef-bound, uncharted coast" of ·one of the volcanic islands nearly resulted in the
death of four men, Mrs. Finley
relates.

a

UESCUE Ml<>N FROM
FROZEN SEA IN GALE.

"Our three boats, lashed together, with a motor canoe towing
us, were .crawling -along off shore,
looking for a likely landing place,"
"The
says the explorer's wife.
waves were wild, and the wind was
blowing a gale. Suddenly the motor
canoe struck a submerged reef,
swamped, and · capsfzed. In one
second the cameras, equipment, the
four ment. everything In t.he boat
were cast Into Hie ocean. "\Ve cut
our boats away, found a landing
place, and · after 30, mfoutes ·or desperate work the rescue. of the fout
men was effected by Campbell
Church Jr., who went oqt In one of
the rowboats to get them. Then
we built .a beach fire, resuscitated

(Continued on· P~ge H).A; Col. 2)
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SEALS BATTLE

~VER BEAUTIES
(Continued :From Page One)

1vilh fury at the charmer Who w :lS tr~·
ing to win her away. Each bull ha.s
from 15 to 90 females in his harem
ancl each is always trying to Increase
his number. '.rhey fight anything, man
•1« beast, that approaches their rea:m
and attempts to encroach on their sovereignty. These camps are from 30
to 100 feet apart, so there is ample occasion fer the deadliest of rivalry.
TOU:YG SWll\I EARLY
The bulls remain at their stand for
six weeks' or two months without food.
When they arrive they are fat, but
when the leave. they are thin. At the
end of the season, Finley says, these
old despots lie in
sun and sleep for
a week, and then swim south again to
the feeding fields. The mother seals
swim away from the island as soon as
the young are old enoug·h to leave,
which is shorty after birth.
F'inley headed the Fi nlty-Qhurc h
M<P~diHon 8"'nt e11t by the -A~lcan ·
;\'ature association of Washingto n, D.
C., in the interest of new discoveries
about plant and animal life along the
coast of Alaska. The trip was made
with the cooperatio n of the federal
bureau of fisheries and the departmen t
or commerce. Mr. and .Mrs. Campbell
Church or Eugene and their children
were in the party.
The trip was
·made in Church's yacht, the Westward.
The party sailed from Seattle in April
and cruised through the island along
the south coast of Alaslrn. through !lie
Aleutian group as far as Bogoslof and
then northward to the Pribilofs, making many excursions inland by motor
canoes.
SEES l\IANY SHEEP
Finley says they saw i1l the mountains on the coast many sheep, counting 540 in one day. They also saw
great quantities of moose and literally
milllons of birds.
They had many stirring adventu~es,
at one time several of the party narrowly escaping drowning during a
landing through the surf on the volcanic faland of Unimak. Another lime
Campbeli Church Jr. was charged by
a bull moose while making pit;turc8
an\]. though he dodged. ho was struck
on the elbow by the antlers. The island
of Bogoslof was explored a short while
l)efore a terrific volcanic eruption that
destroyed most of it.
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CRUISE EMPHASIZES
AlASKA 'S SPlENOOR
1

William Finley Returns to
Portland From North.

birds passed each minute, they estimated
The PribilofR are as thick with
blue foxes as if they were two vast
fox farms, Mr. Finley said. It i!f not
surprising to find a mother fox and
eight or nine pups living under a
government school house and running through the streets of the vil·
lages like dogs.
Salmon of first quality have a
chance of perpetuatio n in Alaska,
the naturalist believes, because of
the strict governmen t protection
and the absence of man-made interference with their lives, auch as
stream pollution, dams, irrigation
intakes and mining operations.

STUDIES OFFER THRILLS
1

:
'

1

Lt.re -&tucffcd by '3remoers
of Expedition for American
Nature Association .

Bird

Alaska Is so vast, so young and
so changeful that four months this
summer visiting and studying volcanoes, volcanic islands, whaling
expeditions , fur seal rocks, ca~ibou
haunts and islands clouded by birds
as numerous as the sands of the
sea have no more . than again suggested· to William L. l!'inley, Oregon
naturalist, this northland's splendor. So he said yesterday upon his
return to Portland.
Mr. Finley headed the FinleyChurch expedition sent ouf by the
American Na tu re association of
Wash1ugton , D. C., In conjunction
with the United States bureau of
fisheries and the department of commerce. Other members of the party
were Mrs. Finley, who returned to
Portland several weeks ago; Mr. and
Mrs. Campbell Church· of Eugene
and their children Campbti.11 Church
r.,

J.

e a1 e,

e ty and Peggy.

'"l'he

Churches stopp.ed In Seattle and will
arrive In Portland Tuesday on their
way to Eugene.
•rhe party traveled in Mr. Church's
cruising yacht Westward, which left
Seattle the last day of April. They ·
had four ..rnotion-pict ur11 cameras
and .five still-life cameras.
Many Places Visited.
The Westward nosed into harbors
all along the Islands off the southern coast of Alaska, the islands of
the Aleutian archipelago as far as
Bogoslof and northward to the Pribilofs. At many places they went far
inland in two motor canoes carried
aboard the ·westward. They explored Bogoslof three weeks before
most of It was destroyed by volcanic
eruption. In June, while landing In
a strong surf on the north shore of
Unimak to take .pictures of Shishaldln volcano in eruption, some of
the party narrowly escaped drowning. Campbell Church Jr. held the
I motion-pict ure camera on a charging bull moose In the mountains
above Fox river. at the head of
Katchemak bay, dodged,. but· was
struck on the elbow· by the antlers
of the madden$ld animal. Finally
the expedition spent two weeks in
Mount McKinley national park.
Birds known as pallas murres and
California murres were studied on
Bogoslo! Island about July 1 when
The
they were Incubating eggs.
females lay a single pear-shaped
are
There
ledges.
ee;g on sloping
.. " nests. Congestion is so great
that the eggs are only eight or
nine inches apart.
Most remarkable of all, the eggs
are of an endless variety of coloration. Pure white eggs, blue, blue
and white, red, black-blotc hed eggs,
eggs of any color with purple
scrawls on them. It Is probable, Mr.
Finley said, that the variety of
color enables each pair of birds to
return to their own egg after feeding on crustaceans . in the sea.
Number of Birds Grent.

Th·e number of birds living on
the Alaskan islands is beyond comprehension, Mr. Finley declared. One
night on the Pribilofs l\Ir. and Mrs.
Finley lay in hiding for two hours
while auklets were returning from'.
the sea to ttielr congested nests In
the cliffs. During more than an
hour of this t"lme 10,000 to 12,000
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At ttimes one may

liv~ 211

hour

s ipping Sl'.!l<lot'hl y along toward Cape

1

L

nd feel repaid f.Jr a month of toil.

Hi~chinbrook \ Iith ~,he

We,, we~

full moon la ring a

.rt

glitte ring li e off the port bow, when the Northe rn lights
came out to play.
mis ty
A streak of white shot rocket like fron the horizo n nnd looped across the sky
~

9.S

I

i f to

space.

Follow ing

this prelud e anothe r shadow y light shot out from the overha
nging stretc h of space,
bent slowly to the left, bulged down and took s new start
s:cywa rd.

At

.,;

·~he

peak

of the heaven s it droppe d off as white water shoots out
and drapes the side of a
l\v r '
phanto m
cliff, the spray meltin g away in the fall. AAuro ra, the
maiden of the mystic North

~.~

swept out as the curtai n of night rolled away, and waving silky
folds she danced
-1' I
l)
under the flare of distan t plane ts. Traili ng inAthe
- wake star-d ust blew helter \

skelte r {from far-of f wor l ds.

Dartin g, writhi ng, roiblin g were ribbon s of silken

tints, faint violet , wierd green and touche s of red ref'lec
ting

W<Sr.JA.
~

som~

fire of!. anothe r

Then in the north" a bow of pinki * hue as if the fire had
burned out and

nothin g but the stable , moon remain ed.
poking up his fire in the far North.

~ ~

~

the Esquim aux i<t, was but the Devil

A reason able explan ation when one can lie

on his back under the play of the Aurora Borea lis and feel
how hie imagin ation
is checke d by the medium of words.

•,

j
•,'

The moon rose behind the hill so close that it made one awesiruk.
In a sky and earth so large and empty, it came up swiftly as if pulled by
invisibl e strings, growing as it rose like a baking biscuit in the oven.
There should have been the hum of crickets with a harvest moon like that,
silverin g
but the great expanses were more silent with the stillnes s of eternity as
the pale golden orb swung higher.

There was not a twig nor a leaf to etch

a pattern on its face, nor a slow-fla pping bird to keep it company.
'

a great:

f\x>ld-

J

ball / it hung over the hill, widening

~ till

Like
the earth

grew white beneath it.

The wind shrilled and whistled across her face till I

expected to see

on her rim.

ru~fles

I must not forget the alabatroes that found us out

and

followed our ship when we had been but a few hours at sea, wheeling er
around ue close to the water, coming and going, now on one aide, now
on the other, slanting and curving, and all on straight, unbending
wing.

Its apparently toillees, effortless flight and ite air of

absolute leisure were very curious and

striking,~

m

it seemed like tile

spirit of the deep taking visible form and seeking to weave some
spell upon us, or lure us away to destruction.

Never before had I

seen flying so easy and spontaneous,- not an action, not a thought,
not an effort, but a dream.

What a contrast to the flight of the

Arctic tern, a bird with long, sickle-shaped wings, with which it
fairly reaped the air.

The flight of the alabatross was a eeriest

of long, graceful strokes, unlike that of any bird I have ever seE!ll'l.
Planing down easily for a landing on the surface of the
water, the

11

goonie" or alabatroes, glides softly into the hollow of

a wave with hie big,
(

square-jointed
l~ings
.4 /

liberately he adjusts them until

Lc-L

only half folded.

De-

ey finally settle at the sidee.i'

hie bodyf and he rocks gently in his cradle as he eyes the world sereriply.

I~~· ~u)

The Westward followed the lengthening line of the Aleutian chain,

marked by sentinels of smoking craters, yet clad in their covers of ermine.
It is one of the longest lines of active volcanoes in the world.

Numbering

more than fifty peaks beginning at Cook Inlet, they stretch for more than twelve
hundred miles in a southeasterly direction.

In recent years the National Geo-

graphic Society sent out explorations under the direction of Robert F. Griggs,
to make an exhaustive investigation of the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, following the explosion of Mt. Katmai.

Katmai is situated on the mainland of the

Alaska Peninsula in a hot-bed of volcanoes, and is one of the Aleutian chain of
peaks which is definitely related to the Asiatic volcanic systems.

These islands

comprise a long, narrow ridge lifting out of the water more than five thousand feEtt
deep.

Not far south of this ridge the ocean floor is sunk

·tween four and five miles.

to a depth of be-

On the north side of this chain it is not so deep,

although in some places it drops to twelve thousand feet.

Further north the

Bering Sea is comparatively shallow.
Shadowing along this ragged coastline, under the eaves of frosted peaks,

'

-/

the Westward veered northwest into Bering Sea.

After three or four hours over a

restless, rocking oceanthere appeared two dim points ahead, like giant up-ended
tooth-picks.
ing link of

These grew into rocky islands that soon fused into one by a connectlantilp~t ~~'!Je ~eu~~yd{n

a

the patph of the approaching yacht
..

burnt and misshapen mass, Bogoelof Island, the ~avk-in- the-box" of the Bering
.
spl!q awell-uou ;iq1
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WHEN THE CARIBOU FAILED
BY CAPTAIN THIERRY MALLET

I
'CRACK!' went the whip. The sharp
report tore the frozen stillness of the
Barren Lands. A little white puff rose
from the hard snow, showing where
the end of the walrus-hide lash had
harmlessly landed. The long low sleigh
quivered and plunged forward, while
the team of dogs, crouching low, dug
their claws frantically in the ice of
the lake and strained in their harness
for more speed.
Seven dogs! All pure huskies! When
I close my eyes I can see them now,
after all these years.
A black and white leader. He always
ran with his head turned back over
his shoulder, watching the driver, when
the man was n't breaking trail ahead.
Then three brindles, all brothers, silent
like wolves. Behind them a little
white bitch, with one yellow spot on
the right cheek. She was the best dog
for her size I have ever known, but she
had the bad habit of whining, sharp,
eager little whines, each time she had
to tug a little harder at her breastplate.
After that, a roan, a rare color, like
a blue fox. He was sulky and treacherous, always apt to bite the dog in
front of him if he could reach him.
And, last of all, an old seasoned traveler of five years, pure gray, who knew
every trick of the game and always
howled to the skies when he felt a blizzard coming. He was my special pet
in camp.
Yes, it was a great team, the best I
think I have ever had, and that day my
878

guide and I were urging them for all
they were worth.
The long bleak frozen lake stretched
due north. We could already make out
the end of it, through the haze, the
vague outline of rocky hills, windswept, desolate, snow patches in the
hollows gleaming white against the gray
of the stone.
It was in the dead of winter, and the
cold was terrific. There was no trail.
We were traveling close to the shore,
on the glare ice, walking or running
behind the sleigh. A light breeze was
blowing from the west in uneven gusts.
And when those gusts came, the little
rifts of snow would curl up suddenly
like wisps of white smoke, lashing our
left cheek and making us turn away in
an agony of pain. Meanwhile the dogs
shrank also, veering toward land, until
a crack of the whip straightened them
out on their course.
It was noon, I remember. We were
looking for a small band of inland
Eskimos, led by an old man called
Kakarmik. He was supposed to be
trapping somewhere at the end of the
lake and we had to find out if all was
well with his people. He was new to
the district and we wanted to meet
him and tell him where he could trade
in his furs next spring.
Mile after mile went by. Then a rope
on the sleigh snapped, a small part of
the load slipping off. While we repaired
the accident, we noticed that three
of the dogs, instead of lying down and
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resting curled up with their backs to
the wind, remained standing, looking
ahead and sniffing high in the air.
Climbing on the top of the load, I
searched the end of the lake with my
glasses and picked out a small dark
speck which was moving. It was a
man, the first one we had seen since we
had started traveling twenty days ago,
and in the utter desolation of that
frozen desert the sight of the tiny, living dot seemed to fill the horizon with
color and movement.
Half an hour later we were in plain
sight of the whole band of Eskimos.
The igloos were built on a rocky point,
while the entire tribe seemed to be
scattered a mile or so out on the ice.
'Fishing,' was our thought, and at
once we knew that our friends were in
a bad way. No Eskimo fishes inland
through the ice in winter unless he has
missed the herds of caribou in the fall
and has been unable to stock up with
meat and fat until the next spring.
'Starving,' was my guide's curt remark a few minutes later.
Then, three men who had been
watching us with their small telescopes
started running toward our sleigh.
They still had their fish spears in their
hands. We stopped our team and
looked at each other thoughtfully. We
were not frightened of the Eskimos,
for we knew them well. But starving
men in the Barren Lands are not easily
handled at times, and our precious stock
of food, with our seven dogs, might
have proved too much of a temptation.
We had a rifle with us, but the
thought of showing it never entered
our minds. In the North neither white
men nor red men ever use firearms except on game. The days of murder
have long since gone, notwithstanding
printed stories to the contrary. We
simply waited, anxiously, wondering
what would happen.
As soon as the first man arrived

379

within earshot, he began calling out
and waving. In a few seconds we understood his words. 'Bad ice - look
out - tum round - pass near the
shore.' With a few muttered words of
relief, we slewed the excited team back
in a wide circle and, obeying instructions, made our way past the igloos on
the point to where all the Eskimos were
standing.
Kakarmik, the old chief, was the
first to greet us. Then we had to shake
hands with everyone, man, woman, and
child, even the babies in their mothers'
hoods - a tedious job when it is forty
degrees below and one must keep one's
double fur mitts on. After that, as
quickly as possible, my guide explained
who we were, from where we came,
when we had to go back, a!ld the
reason for our trip.
Kakarmik thanked us for our visit.
His description of local conditions was
exactly what we had guessed at first.
Being new to the district, the band
had reached too late the place where
the caribou cross the river in tens of
thousands on their migration south, and
had only been able to spear a few
stragglers. After that they had spent
weary weeks scouring the country in
vain for smaller herds. Winter settling
down in earnest, Kakarmik had finally
decided to camp at the end of the lake
where the water was shallow and the
ice thin because of the current of the
mighty river flowing from there down
to the Arctic Ocean. His only solution
was to fish, and, since he had no nets,
to spear through holes in the ice, where
the men, crouching behind a small
windshield, watched all day long.
The fishing had been good at first.
But now it was poor, very poor. When
a man caught four fish of three or
four pounds every twenty-four hours,
he could consider himself very lucky.
They had only four spears to feed seventeen people. He didn't count the
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small babies at the breast. Half of
them had already died, and he expected the rest to go soon. They had
no dogs. They had eaten them all.
They were going to stay here another
week, in the hope that the fishing would
improve. But, if it did not, then he
would leave for a certain lake he knew,
twelve days' walking to the northwest.
There he thought he might perhaps find
musk ox.
Yes, they had three rifles and enough
ammunition. He knew the risk he
would have to take. In fact, he expected that half the band- even more
- would fall on the way, but he would
take the chance if the fish were going
to fail entirely. And, did we have food,
over and above what we needed for
our return trip - twenty days?
The guide and I looked at each other.
There stood a band of Eskimos on the
point of sheer, complete starvation.
Numbering seventeen to the two of us,
still they made no move to seize our food
and our dogs. Obeying the eternal law
of the North, they took it for granted
that we had to keep our team so as to be
able to travel back south to wherever
we lived, and enough food, so much per
man and per dog, per .day, to last the
distance we had to cover. They simply
asked us if we had, by any chance, a
surplus of food. Without hesitation
we unpacked our whole outfit and
laid out our complete stock on the ice.
While a woman kept our dogs quiet
under the threat of the whip, we sorted
out and counted the dog food, fish, then
our own caribou meat. Traveling north
of the trees, we had only a little gasoline stove, to boil our tea. The meat
we ate raw, trusting to be able to last
on it until we found our cache on our
way back, at the trees, where wood
and fire would enable us to cook again
and eat pork and beans and flour cakes.
Twenty days of traveling! Seven
dogs! Three fish per dog per day. They

were very small fish. That meant four
hundred and twenty fish. We found
that we actually had four hundred and
fifty. We put the balance of thirty
aside. Then we cut down the dog allowance to two fish a day, thus adding
one hundred and forty fish to the thirty.
As far as our own meat was concerned,
we gave them forty pounds of it, keeping eighty for ourselves. We offered
them tea, but they refused it, as they
had no fat to use with moss for fuel in
their little stone lamps.
Kakarmik distributed the fish and
meat there and then, so much per
head, and in a few minutes every
Eskimo had gone to the igloos to eat.
As we turned south, after saying
good-bye to the old chief, we noticed
a young woman standing a few hundred yards ahead of us. When we got
up to her, she beckoned and we stopped.
She was very thin and very, very weak.
She told us that she was an orphan from
another tribe and, having been taken
up through charity and having absolutely no relations, she was not receiving her proper share of the daily
catch. Therefore she was starving, and
she begged us for one fish, - one fish
from our dog food, - just one, for her
alone, adding that she would eat it at
once, there on the ice, before the others
found her and took it away from her.
She was very pathetic, with her thin
face all blackened with frostbite, and
she made little pleading gestures with
her hands in her anxiety to make us
understand that she was dying on her
feet from hunger.
We took a fish out of the bag. I
chose it carefully. It was a whitefish,
weighing about three pounds, very fat,
and frozen, of course, as hard as a piece
of granite. When I handed it to the
girl I could see her trembling with excitement. One of her legs, in the big
caribou trouser and boot, started shaking so badly that she nearly pitched
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forward on the sleigh, and the saliva
began to drip from the corner of her
mouth, freezing when it reached her
chin.
As soon as she had the fish in her arms
she tried to bite a piece out of it. But
her teeth failed her. The guide gave
her our little axe. Putting the fish
down on the ice, she tried to chop
it in pieces, but she was too weak
and she missed it. The man had to
cut it up for her. And then it was
an awful sight to watch her gobble
the chunks and swallow them whole,
hardly munching. When she had eaten
a large portion, she gathered the remains and hid them in her clothing,
against her bare skin, where they would
thaw and where she could reach them
easily, without attracting attention.
When we turned round to have a last
look at the igloos, she was halfway
back to the shore. She had stopped
walking, and was. sitting on the ice,
facing us. As we waved at her she did
not make a sign, but she bent her head
down to her chest. I suppose she was
having another mouthful of fish before
getting back to the others.
And during the twenty days of our
trip south, to the trees and our fur outpost, every night when my guide and
I lay side by side in the same fur bag,
under the little canvas tent, we both
pondered over the fate of Kakarmik's
tribe, while the face of the starving
woman haunted our dreams as soon as
we fell asleep.

II
Six months later I returned to the
Barren Lands, in the same district.
I was traveling by canoe with two
Indians. My guide of the winter was
somewhere north of me and I had arranged to meet him at the northern end
of the lake where I had seen Kakarmik
and his band in January.
Leisurely I proceeded on my way
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north. It was toward the end of July
and the bleak rugged country had
changed into its summer garb. No
more snow - a few patches of greenish
moss and stunted willows scattered
about between the gray rocks. No
more ice - but miles and miles of
sapphire-blue water. Hundreds and
thousands of caribou plodding north,
keeping high on the crest of the hills,
seeking the wind so as to avoid the
black flies. White gulls soaring aimlessly about the lake. Ducks and geese
flying back and forth over their nesting grounds. White foxes - invisible
- barking defiantly somewhere in the
rocks. Thousands of small birds twittering and flitting about their nests on
the ground. And proud piebald cock
ptarmigans drumming and crowing
everywhere, perched on the stones all
along the shore line.
I pitched my camp at last on the same
point where I had seen the igloos seven
months before. Not a sign of life anywhere. And there I waited a whole
week before my guide arrived. My
thoughts at all times were with Kakarmik and his small band of Eskimos.
No one, south, had received any news
of them since I had last met the tribe
in the dead of winter.
Had they been able to ward off
starvation where I had seen them until
the first caribou had returned in the
spring? Or had they risked the big adventure and faced death in their search
for musk ox, away, far away, somewhere on the shores of the big lake
unknown to all of us but Kakarmik?
For a whole week I pondered, and
then suddenly, from far out on the
lake, just before sunset, I saw my man
coming from the northwest in a canoe
manned by three Eskimos.
It was a beautiful evening, such as
one sees so often in the far North
during the summer. The horizon was
blood red. The canoe, silhouetted in
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black across the flaming background,
glided through waters as still as a
mirror and of all the hues of the rainbow. The regular splash of the paddles
woke the echoes of the hills behind me,
while the scattered drops of water fell
back on the surface of the lake, around
the canoe, like tongues of fire.
Silently I watched the four men
coming nearer and nearer until the
bow of the canoe grinded softly on the
sand of the beach and remained still.
The guide walked up the bank. So
did the Eskimos. They belonged to a
band from the east and I knew them
well. We all shook hands, silently.
Such is the way men greet one another
in the wilderness.
After a few seconds, when the white
man had found a flat stone to sit on,
and lit his pipe, carefully and slowly, I
looked at him. 'Well.' He knew what
I meant. He took the pipe out of his
mouth and turned the bowl slowly in
his hand, gazing at it thoughtfully.
Then, moving sideways, his eyes found
mine. 'All dead,' he answered, and
after that, a second or so later, as an
afterthought, 'I found them all.'
Although I expected the news in a
way, his few terse words stunned me
and I remained silent. Meanwhile the
three Eskimos, who guessed what had
been said in English, remained squatting in front of me, watching my face
with unscrutable half-closed eyes.
Finally I asked what had happened,
and this was the story I heard.
That spring, before the ice had left
the lake, my man had returned to the
very spot where we had last seen Kakarmik. The igloos were still there, but
the camp was deserted. There were no
fresh signs. One could see at a glance
that the Eskimos had gone away
months before. He decided to travel
northwest, toward the other lake that
the old chief had told us about. He
took the three eastern Eskimos with

him and first crossed the lake he was
on. For half a day they all searched for
tracks on the shore, as they had to find
out exactly where Kakarmik and his
band had started their walk inland.
Then they found sure signs. First a
bunch of traps, then a skin bundle of
extra caribou blankets, finally a grave
- just a few small stones scattered
over the body of a very small child.
From the lay of the land it was easy
after that to guess that the band of
Eskimos must have taken a sort of
coulee, like a small valley, winding its
way more or less northwest. My guide
took a chance and started walking up
that trail. There were no tracks on the
ground, as the thin snow had been
swept a way by the wind or had melted
under the first rays of the sun. For a
whole day the four men did not see
anything that could make them believe that they were on the right trail.
Then, all at once, they began finding
things - a fish spear, a telescope, an
axe, a snow lmife, two pairs of boots.
Not only did they know then that
they were on the right track, but they
soon guessed what had happened. The
weak, straggling band of starving natives had begun there to discard an
extra weight. A little later they came
across, in a hollow, a half-melted ice
screen, like a portion of an igloo wall.
There the Eskimos must have huddled
together and slept during the first
night. A mile farther the white man,
walking ahead, found the body of a
woman, still half frozen, untouched by
any preying animal. The three Eskimos recognized her and named her at
once. It was the girl to whom we had
given the one fish.
From there on the trail was strewn
with every loose article the band had
been carrying. It was easy to see that
the pace had begun to tell and that the
dying natives had decided to throw
away everything they had except the
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rifles. After that, during seven weary
days, my man followed the trail by
the dead bodies. Generally one alone;
sometimes two, side by side; once
three, sitting in a group, close to one
another behind a rock.
They counted the dead carefully.
The band consisted of seventeen souls
originally, not including the babies.
Kakarmik seven months ago had told
us seventeen, meaning from the youngest child who could walk, without being
carried at any time, up to himself.
Well, they finally found the old man.
He seemed to have been the last to fall.
He was lying on his face, halfway up a
little slope, but he had no rifle beside
him. They searched around for a long
time, but did not find it, although the
two other firearms had been accounted
for with the two last bodies.
It was then that the three Eskimos
told my man that Kakarmik's body
was the sixteenth and that someone
was still missing. The guide checked
up carefully and came to the conclusion that they were right; but, although the Eskimos knew each one of
Kakarmik's band, they did not seem
to be able to name the seventeenth.
The four men decided to go on toward the lake. For five hours they
walked without finding anything and then, just as they were going to
give up, they came across the last
body.
It was a girl - a little girl of twelve
or thereabouts. The three Eskimos remembered her name. And right alongside of her body there lay the third rifle,
with a small bag of cartridges.

III
That is the story my man told
me. The sun had gone down before
he stopped talking and it was past
midnight. There was n't a breath of
wind on the lake. Right above, the
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northern lights shimmered and danced
in the sky.
I left the four men without a word
and went to my tent. I was tired, suddenly, so tired that I could hardly lift
my feet from the ground. I lay down
in my blankets and closed my eyes.
But I could n't sleep. I never slept
during the whole night. I just lay there,
opening my eyes now and then to stare
at the gray silk roof over my head.
I expected a tragedy. Starvation,
after all, is a common occurrence in the
far North. I was prepared for it, in a
way, the very minute I said good-bye
to Kakarmik during the winter. My
man's report was no more tragic than
many stories I had heard before,
elsewhere, north of sixty-two. My
thoughts, in fact, did not even dwell
on Kakarmik himself, nor on the young
woman whom we had saved seven
months before with the one fish from
our dog food.
What haunted me was the thought
of the little girl, the last one to survive
- then to die, all alone.
The little girl of twelve, who managed to keep up until the very end because her mother probably had fed her
with hidden scraps before she herself
fell dead on the trail.
The little girl who saw the other
members of the tribe sink one by one
and die on the frozen land.
The little girl left all alone, hundreds
of miles from anywhere, in a strange
desert of ice and snow, with nothing
but a sense of direction inherited from
the old chief.
The little girl who never thought of
giving in, even then, but who grasped
the last rifle and went on and on,
blindly, in the deathly. arctic winter, on and on, - true to the right direction followed by her elders, - on and
on, - with the unfailing courage of
her race, until death, at last, mercifully
struck her down.

